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Presentation Overview 
FMD Vaccination Strategy Development 
Pre-event planning 
 Increased awareness 
Forward momentum 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Share updated information about California’s approach to preparing for an FMD outbreak response including vaccination and other response strategiesstructured our emergency program staff to address planning for the implementation of animal disease response strategies.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have found these to be the three pillars to developing an FMD vaccination strategyFMD Vaccination: 	effective strategy	requires a lot of pre-event planning and critical thinking.  	Be prepared to answer the who, what, when, where, why and how	planning to prove freedom from disease in vaccinated population 	a lot of complexityIncreasing awareness means engaging critical people in the planning process:	training our responders, 	ensuring appropriate industry personnel are at the table, 	inviting private practitioners to be part of the solution, 	evaluating the domino effects of selecting this strategy.	How does this strategy affect others, the lab, unaffected industries, unaffected states, etc.?Forward momentum: 	a path to moving the planning forward 	emergency planning efforts are so large and unwieldy – can’t get our arms around them.  	so many facets and logistics to work out. 



Much has changed since 1929 
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“We must be  
prepared  
to respond  
in new ways”  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stamping out remains an important disease control tool, but it is certainly not a “one size fits all” solution.  When thinking about conventional FMD response strategies  - in California, we have known for a long time that large-scale stamping out, under certain circumstances, would likely create significantly more problems than it will solve.  With public perception and carcass disposal issues being just a few of the many serious challenges with employing a stamping out-only strategy.  



Big Job – Small Steps 
Awareness grew (2003) 
Outreach to USDA/other 

states (2004) 
Inclusive exploration of 

options  
USDA collaboration and 

coordination with 
complimentary projects 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving an animal disease response strategy from a concept to be ready for full implementation is a big job, take small steps, work with our partners, reach consensus, formalize plans, and test capabilities to execute plans.conventional FMD response strategies alone not be adequate for a large scale CA outbreak. We needed to begin thinking outside the box thankfully others were already moving down this path.Dr. Alfonzo Torres was the first to familiarize many of us with the South American approaches to managing FMD with vaccination. A former private dairy practitioner who later worked for CDFA as a Tulare field vet, Dr. Ed Henry, latched onto this vision and really began some critical thinking about how it might work for California. In 2010, we were privileged to invite Dr Andres Gil with the Uruguay Ministry of Livestock Agriculture and Fisheries to come to California and give us an overview of his Country’s implementation of emergency vaccination. Simultaneously, USDA was updating the FAD Prep documents and making more guidance on FMD vaccination available
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Planning Focus: Needles in Cows 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first small bite was documenting the operational procedures , how to request and obtain vaccine, working with NVS and their contracted partners on cold chain maintenance and third party logisticsstrategic decisions to vaccinate and the criteria for prioritizing vaccinates Dr. Kazu Murai, a veterinarian from Japan studying at UC Davis worked with CDFA on this project.  He shared with us his experience responding to the 2010 FMD outbreak in Japan.



CA Vaccination 
Plan 
• The “If and Why?" 
• Reasons 

vaccination should 
be part of the 
response strategy 

• Factors/Decision 
criteria for 
consideration in 
reaching that 
conclusion 

• Preplan/discuss 
with industry 

CA Vaccination 
Strategy 
• Specific to an 

incident 
• What animals? In 

what area? 
Disposition of 
vaccinates? 

• Resource priorities 
with limited 
resources 

• Template(s) 

"Official 
Request for 
Vaccine" 
• CA Vaccination 

Plan and incident 
specific strategy 
feed this request 
which would be 
provided to USDA 
to justify need for 
manpower, vaccine 
and supplies 

FMD 
Vaccination 
Operational 
Plan 
• The "How?" for 

implementing the 
strategy for an 
incident 

• People, forms, 
notifications, ID, 
record 
keeping/data mgt., 
repackaging 

• SOPs 
• Checklists 

FMD 
Vaccination 
Operational 
Plan 
• The "How?" for 

implementing the 
strategy for an 
incident 

• People, forms, 
notifications, ID, 
record 
keeping/data mgt., 
repackaging 

• SOPs 
• Checklists 

CA Vaccination 
Strategy 
• Specific to an 

incident 
• What animals? In 

what area? 
Disposition of 
vaccinates? 

• Resource priorities 
with limited 
resources  

• Template(s) 

Planning Layers 

The incident must be prepared to receive, re-package,  
distribute and deliver the vaccination (ID and data capture required) while 

maintaining cold chain and chain-of-custody 8 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Several layers to planning  -Vaccination Plan: high level decisions -  should vaccinate at all? Under what circumstances? -The vaccination strategy: assumption that we will vaccinate.  Template for use during actual responseCapture incident specific details - what animals will be vaccinated in what areas? What will be the disposition of vaccinates for each strategy? -Official request for vaccine:  Recognize we Can’t plan in a bubble. Domino effectsdecision must be justified and made in conjunction with our partners at USDA.  fully understand our rational for implementing FMD vaccinationbe prepared to clearly communicate to USDA in our request for vaccine. Industry fully engaged and supportive of this approach. – -As we looked at this planning, we realized that having a plan to effectively deliver vaccine is critical.  It is much easier to justify our need for vaccine if we have a plan for distributing it and using it.  We need to be prepared to use the vaccine efficiently before we are ready to request it.we don’t want be in a position where we ask for a bunch of vaccine and not a have a plan to get it into the animals.we recognized that our efforts need to be on the operational piece  the How?  How are we going to implement an FMD vaccination strategy – what people, forms, animal ID, record keeping are needed?  What are our SOPs?  We deliberately chose not to begin with the vaccination plan.  We didn’t want to get hung up on the policy and other factors, some of which are out of our control.  



Proposed vaccination distribution 
workflow 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the beginning, vaccine distribution strategy. shear numbers of response staff needed to execute gov’t vaccination teams seemed outside our capability to staff and plan for effectively.
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Standard Operating Procedures 

Requesting and Handling 
Vaccine 

Maintaining Cold Chain 

Validation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a sample organization for our FMD Vaccine Distribution strategy.  Vaccine validation position Use dairy personnel to vaccinate cattle 



 Tulare, California  
 Sept. 6-8, 2011 
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FMD Vaccination Exercise 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our next step in developing the FMD vaccination strategy was toTest State Incident Management Team skills We conducted an exercise in Tulare – in Sept. 2011



Vaccine receipt, handling and repackaging 

Simulated vaccine 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the exercise we:Set up Incident Command Post - Developed an Incident Action Plan and Situation Report; Used ICS to check in/demobilize/communicate and document response actionsValidated NVS warehouse management, Vaccine receipt, handling and administrationTested cold-chain handling and distributionPracticed biosecurity and C&D protocolsExperienced delivery of Animal handling equipment and interacted with 3D contractors deployed through NVSCollaborated with private practitioners who were invited to participate on Operations - Vaccine Distribution Teams
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Maintain and verify cold chain 
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Practice biosecurity and C & D protocols 
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Practice biosecurity and C&D protocols – NVS 
Contractors 
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Portable corrals 
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Work with NVS 3D Contractors to receive, set up 
and utilize animal handling equipment 
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Collect diagnostic samples  
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Administer vaccine 



Post Exercise Considerations 
 SOPs worked - need minor improvements 
 Consider contracting warehouse management – let the 

professionals do it 
 Ideal delivery team – gov. vet or owner’s vet? 
 Owner’s vet MUCH faster delivery 
 Goal is to be 90% operationally ready to vaccinate millions 

of dairy cattle in 48 hours 
 Operational bottle neck is documenting animal ID 
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 Pressure to resolve vaccine use decision making, strategic 
planning and request expectation 

 Major planning gap: proving vaccinated animals are truly 
uninfected, testing and data collection/management 
 What do we do with positive cattle versus the herd? 
 Laboratory capacity - rapid through put for needed testing 
 Data management – forms, ID, handheld, lab integration, 

compiling, analysis … 

Post Exercise Considerations 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just after that exercise, our organization, like many others, went through a series of budget cuts that drastically reshaped our emergency programs.  We have been streamlined and are now doing more with less.  One positive has been that we have taken this opportunity to integrate more field staff to lead our emergency planning.  The closer we get to “boots on ground,” the more practical our planning becomes. 



What are we doing now? 
 Animal Health Branch Emergency Program Re-Established 
 Monthly Emergency Program Meetings 
 Functional Emergency Planning Teams 

 Review USDA FAD Prep documents and develop new 
procedures, as necessary 

 Training on and testing procedures through mini-drills 
 Special Projects 
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Planning Teams 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CAHEMS organizational structure was used to determine the core emergency capabilities that we want to plan for.  We prioritized capabilities and organized planning teams to focus on them.  Our teams are multi-agency teams – we have CDFA, USDA personnel, the university and lab represented.  Currently we have teams assigned to planning for: Cleaning and DisinfectionDisposalVaccinationSurveillanceEpidemiologyMovement and PermitsSecure Milk SupplyNew Project: Industry Data Validation –make it a priority and department policy for our field staff to visit premises for the purposes of data collection and validation – GPS coordinates, owner information, species, industry type, etc.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once our teams develop their planning materials - We designed a process for the materials to vetted through peer review
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once approved, integrate planning materials into the CAHEMS Toolkit for easy access during exercises and real world responses.  We are also working on an initiative to migrate the current CAHEMS Toolkit into a relational database structure that will assist us in maintaining all the materials up to date.



Addressing After Action Items 
After Action Issue Current Project 

Consider contracting warehouse 
management  professionals 

Grassroots Project: Private 3rd Party Logistics 
Cold Chain Vendors 

Document Standard Operating 
Procedures 

Emergency planning teams 

Pressure to resolve vaccine use 
decision making, strategic 
planning and request expectation 

Vaccine Decision Matrix And Vaccinate 
Prioritization Considerations Project 

Data management gap 
 

Initial Step: Data Validation Project,  

Lab integration Bulk Milk Sampling Diagnostics Project 
(labeling samples with a unique premises ID 
and electronic results reporting) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After action observations created a road map for planning.



Increased Awareness 
 Train and test field response staff 
 Engage industry 
 Engage other states 
 Engage private practitioners 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to train our field response staff to the new planning elements we are developing; and test their capabilities to execute our plans.  Support VS Training and Exercise Plan Workgroup – national level coordination to prepare our respondersEngaging Industry: We are working with industry representatives to develop Secure Milk Supply producer and processor level business continuity plans for milk movement, and establishing biosecurity guidelines and encouraging pre-certification levels to expedite movement permits during response.  We began planning in dairy…………We need to continue to engage other industries and plan for their unique circumstances.We also need to engage other States in our planning so that we can learn from their experiences and perspectivesWe are working to engage Private practitioners2010 we hosted an FMD Vaccination Symposium – ran initial FMD Vaccine Distribution concept by producers and practitioners. Then in 2011 practitioners were invited to participate with gov’t personnel in a exercise to test the vaccine distribution systemThis past summer, we hired a student to evaluate which CAHEMS positions could be suitably filled by private practitioners with a focus on Operations and Planning positions. 



Forward Momentum 
Planning and 
Preparedness 

Partners 

Collaboration 
is the key 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another critical component of this planning is forward momentum.new paradigm: engaging industry at the beginning of the planning process – they are the key stakeholder.  continue to engage the dairy industry, private practitioners and other States. We have shared our FMD vaccine distribution planning documents with several States.  This is why we developed the CAHEMS Toolkit to allow others access to our planning materials. We want to invite other States to shareget our heads together and come up with something that will work for all of us.  No one State has the resources to do all this planning on their on their own.  



Conclusion 
Pre-event planning – 

Progressing 
Awareness - 

Continues 
Forward momentum - 

Essential 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are all doing more with less – wearing many hats, these are big projectstake them on in small bites – collaborate where we can and leverage what others are doing to make the work load more manageable



Lisa Quiroz 
Animal Health Branch 
Emergency Programs 
lisa.quiroz@cdfa.ca.gov 
916-900-5088 
 
1220 N Street  
Sacramento, CA 95814 
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